
Make social intelligence work for you

29 ways to use your 
social listening tool

https://awario.com/


Social listening is a buzzword these days, and it's being adopted by 
more and more businesses. Strangely enough, the focus on the actual 
use and benefits of the process remains narrow: in most cases, when 
people talk about social listening, they actually mean brand monitoring. 
In this article, we wanted to show you that social listening can be used 
in dozens of ways, and brand monitoring is just one of them. We singled 
out 10 groups of tasks made easy with Awario. Take a look at these 
groups and click on whichever you’re interested in to get to the details:



What would you like to monitor?
Enter the keyword you'd like to get mentions of. This could be your own name, your brand, a

competitor, a topic, a hashtag, or anything else! If you're entering several keywords, hit Enter after
each one.

Keywords:

Website or web page:

Negative keywords:

Languages:

Countries:

Sources:

Whitelist (0) Blacklist (0)

Date range:

Email notifications: �

CANCEL CREATE ALERT

��

Heineken

theheinekencompany.com

++"RT @"

English

United States

Twitter

All time

Daily

Brand monitoring 
This is the most obvious case of using a social listening tool. With Awario, 
you’ll be able to monitor your brand, competitors, campaigns, or industry 
keywords. 

Create flexible queries
Awario offers a few ways of creating alerts. You can set up a search in a 
click by entering your keyword(s) and clicking Go, or switch to the ad-
vanced search mode and filter your mentions by location, language, or 
date. You can also exclude retweets and add a couple of negative keywords.

Advanced alert settings for Heineken
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But sometimes that’s not enough. If you want to monitor an international 
brand with numerous products or a company with an ambiguous brand 
name, try Boolean search. This mode lets you create really flexible and com-
plex queries by combining groups of keywords.

Advanced alert settings for Heineken

Pinpoint mentions that matter with smart filters 
After the first results appear, it’s easy to get lost in them if there’s a lot of 
buzz around your brand. To pinpoint the results you need right now, you 
can apply various filters, such as reach, sentiment, date, etc. Let’s say we 
want to display only positive reviews from the last week. We’ll use the 
Time period and Sentiment filters for this task:

Alert name � Enter alert name

Search query � Search operators

Whitelist (0) Blacklist (0)

Date range: �

Email notifications: �

CANCEL CREATE ALERT

� �

All time

Daily

https://awario.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-boolean-search-for-social-listening/


Advanced filters and results they produce

Get notified about important mentions daily
Awario is equipped with email notifications that deliver only important 
mentions to your inbox — daily or weekly. More than that, you can work 
on your mentions on the go, using the mobile version of the platform. 
This will let you react immediately from anywhere in the world.

Project:

Connect your social accounts

Connecting an account to Awario will help you find more results on social media faster
connecting an account, you'll also be able to like, reply to, and share posts right from the app.

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

YouTube

RESET FILTERS APPLY

Time period:

Reach:

Sources:

Twitter YouTube

Facebook Reddit

News/Blogs Instagram

Web

Sentiment:

Positive Negative Neutral

Folder:

Feed

Starred

Done

Just found

Unread

Any folder

Language

Country

Last 7 days

Include Any language

Include Select country(s)

1.0M0

Feed (30)

�
99+ 532

79

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

4.5K 

A word of our race directors:
 
After a turbulent weekend, full of dif
race directory would like to elaborate on several aspects of their decision
making. 
 
First ...
See more

Ellen Marie Hickey 13m
@EllenMHickey � Cork, Ireland

What a fantastic experience to present @nginx at the iconic
@Heineken_Exp here in #Amsterdam. #api
https://t.co/Zulr7ZYlEt

193 reach

Renier Swanepoel 1h
@RenierJustWonIt � Cape Town, South Africa

@Heineken_SA Perfect @BiBiBeier

747 reach

St. Maarten Heineken Regatta 19h

� Welfare Road 90, Simpson Bay, Sint Maarten, Netherlands

Massive thanks to Heineken for being an amazing title
sponsor!  #heinekenbeer #draftchallenge #mjrtom
#tiltlesponsor

29.2K reach

St. Maarten Heineken Regatta 7d

� Welfare Road 90, Simpson Bay, Sint Maarten, Netherlands

Enjoy this great St. Maarten Heineken Regatta recap video
made by rising young St. Maarten Entrepreneur - Joshua
Bowers! #SeriousFUN

29.3K reach

Heineken Roeivierkamp 9d

� Amsteldijk 130A, Amsterdam, 1078RT, Netherlands

... are a priority at the Heineken Roeivierkamp. In the limited
time available on Sunday we first wanted to give the
opportunity to the elite crews to ...

Feed (48)Dashboard

Mentions �
#OpenYourWorld 99+ 532

Heineken 671

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA

Mention from "Shaiya Heineken" has been removed. Restore



An email notification for Heineken

Monitor campaigns
You can use a social listening app to monitor the performance of your 
brand’s marketing campaigns. The data you’ll get with a tool can be used 
to conduct a thorough social analysis of your target market, consumers, 
and past campaigns to deliver the right messages to the right audiences. 
Set up an alert with campaign-related keywords and/or hashtags. You’ll 
see which social media platforms the campaign performs best on, what

Heineken �

Connect your social accounts

wario will help you find more results on social media faster. By
connecting an account, you'll also be able to like, reply to, and share posts right from the app.

CONNECT

CONNECT

CONNECT

CONNECT

Project: Heineken �

Heineken Roeivierkamp POSTED

page likes �

Heineken Roeivierkamp
Amsteldijk 130A, Amsterdam, 1078RT, Netherlands

9d

A word of our race directors: 

After a turbulent weekend, full of difficult decisions that had to be made, the
race directory would like to elaborate on several aspects of their decision

See more

144

4.6K reach EN � � �

Heineken Roeivierkamp

Each year the Amsterdam Rowing Club
Nereus organizes a multiple distance

rowing regatta "the Heineken
Roeivierkamp". The Regatta, which is

placed on the official FISA rowing calendar,
is the traditional opening of the Dutch

rowing season.

roeivierkamp.nl

� Amsteldijk 130A, Amsterdam, 107…

PAGE LIKES

4.5K

� Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Interactions (0)

When you interact with Heineken
Roeivierkamp from Awario (e.g. like,
share, or reply to their posts), all
interactions will be recorded here.

�



Use Boolean search for advanced settings and even more precise results.

Switch to Boolean search

Dashboard for the #OpenYourWorld campaign

countries it resonates with the most, and what the most used words and 
phrases are in posts mentioning your campaign — all in one place.

Project: Heineken �

Mentions

532

Jul 14, 2017 Mar 02, 2018 Oct 20, 2018

0

50

Sentiment

Positive

20.1%
Negative

11.8%

Jul 14, 2017 Feb 12, 2019

0

10

Reach

23.2M

Jul 14, 2017 Mar 02, 2018 Oct 20, 2018

0

5.0M

Countries Topic cloud

Languages

English 66%

Spanish 10%

Dutch 6.2%

Portuguese 3.6%

German 3.2%

Sources

Web 37.6%

Facebook 26.5%

YouTube 19.7%

News/Blogs 10.3%

Reddit 3.2%

Twitter 1.5%

Instagram 1.1%

Saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
@BlissKingg � Accra, Ghana

Open your World . Not just advertising, it's in our genes. #heineken

Decipher
@Zennyharry � Nigeria

@dr_khalidz Amazing ad! The Heineken "Worlds Apart" ad is still my
favourite though.

Denise Nolan
@OldcastleDenise � Ireland

This New Heineken Ad is Briliant - judge people on who they are not
what they are! #OpenYourWorld https://youtu.be/etIqln7vT4w

K.J. Pritchard 
@KJPritchard4 � United States

... all get along. Open your minds and your hearts. It's a start.
Heineken| Worlds Apart | #OpenYourWorld
https://youtu.be/8wYXw4K0A3g via @YouTube

Improv Acting Classes & Private Lessons Near Jonesboro, G…
takelessons.com

... "Roommates" as Brady, "Worlds Apart," "Buddies," "Salute your
Shorts," "Good Behavior" as Cozy Boy, "Brand New Life" as Bart
McCray, and "The Young ...

heineken
worlds apart

worlds

apart
open your world

open
world

acting

new

ad
roommates as brady brand new life

"salute your shorts
life as bart

behavior as cozy improv acting

cozy boy

brand
life

private young

shorts

bart

cozy

classes

boy

ca

near

�#OpenYourW…

Mentions Influencers



Project: Streaming servi… 

therock POSTED

135.0M followers 

therock 18 Aug 2017

I ain't knockin' no more, I'm breakin' in.. 
Had fun Executive Producing #WWE2K18 and partnering with #AppleMusic.  
My playlist below are some of my personal favorites to workout and get hyped
to or ...
See more

708.1K 4.6K

135.8M reach EN   

therock 18 Aug 2017

... and partnering with #AppleMusic. My playlist below are
some of my personal favorites to workout and get hyped to
or if you just wanna be a cool BAMF...

135.8M reach   
jlo 26 Sep 2014

... for making "Booty" the #1 music video on iTunes!!!
#ilovemyfans #igetthemtheygetme 😘😘😘

#JLoBootyOniTunes download here: http://bit.ly/1sVvXEV

89.1M reach

Lady Gaga 18 Oct 2018

"I'll Never Love Again" music video, out tomorrow on Apple
Music. http://smarturl.it/ASIBAppleMusic

59.3M reach +3 mentions

Avril Lavigne 17 Dec 2018

 Pre-add my new album, #HeadAboveWater, on Apple Music
here
https://avrillavigne.lnk.to/HeadAboveWaterAlbum/applemusi
c 🖤🖤 

49.5M reach +1 mention

Lil Wayne 15 Dec 2018

... EP out now: http://smarturl.it/xMissedCalls Tunes:
http://smarturl.it/xMissedCalls/itunes Apple Music:
http://smarturl.it/xMissedCalls/applemu...

49.1M reach +2 mentions

Chris Brown 4 Jan

 Feed (3.7K)  

therock

Mana. Gratitude. Tequila. And not
necessarily in that order..

fightingwithmyfamily.co.uk

POSTS

4.1K
FOLLOWERS

135.0M
FOLLOWING

348

Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Dashboard

Mentions 

Spotify 50.0K

Apple Music 28.5K

Google Play Music 4.1K

Tidal 50.0K

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA

Competitive analysis

Spotify and its competitors

Track what’s said about your competitors online

Monitoring your competition is another important task for a social media 
listening platform. Awario helps you monitor competitors’ online pres-
ence and compare your social media performance to theirs.

To get a better idea of what your competitors are doing online, set up a 
few alerts with their brand names. After the app picks up some results, 
you’ll see what people say about your competitors on social media.

https://awario.com/blog/8-best-competitor-analysis-tools/


Alert settings for Apple Music � � Delete alert

Keywords:

Website or web page:

Negative keywords:

Languages:

Countries:

Sources:

Whitelist (2) Blacklist (0)

Date range:

Email notifications: �

CANCEL SAVE

Use Boolean search for advanced settings and even more precise results.

Switch to Boolean search

Apple Music @AppleMusic #applemusic

iTunes Music

apple.com/lae/music apple.com/lae/itunes/music

"general mills"

All

Any

All

All time

DailyAlert settings for Apple Music

Learn from their social media performance

If you want to learn more about a certain product, campaign, or hashtag 
your competitors promote, add these keywords to your settings. Make 
sure you add their social media pages to the Whitelist to be the first to 
receive updates from these particular pages. Don’t forget to add their 
brand name alternatives, common misspellings, and key figures of their 
companies as keywords to the alert settings. 

Considering a company as your competitor means accepting that it car-

?

?

?

?

?

?

?



�

Share of voice and mention maps for Spotify, Apple Music, and Tidal

Monitor who they’re hiring

ries a certain weight in your industry. But accepting this fact is not 
enough: social media monitoring tools collect all the necessary analytics 
that lets you see your competitors’ plans, their marketing strategies, wins 
and losses. With Awario’s reports, you’ll be able to compare stats on 
share of voice, sentiment, geography, etc.

By tracking job openings for your competitors, you’ll learn tons of useful 
data. For example, job postings may include information on what compe-
tencies are required of candidates. By looking at what positions they’re 
hiring for, you’ll learn if they’re working on expanding their companies or 
starting new projects. 

Share of Voice: Mentions

 Spotify

51.4% 956 +690%

 Apple Music

23.1% 429 +305%

 Tidal

25.5% 474 +262%

Mar 10, 2019 Mar 12, 2019 Mar 15, 2019
0

200

400

Share of Voice: Reach

 Spotify

77.5% 344.3M +96%

 Apple Music

21.4% 95.2M -48%

 Tidal

1% 4.6M -98%

Mar 10, 2019 Mar 12, 2019 Mar 15, 2019
0

20.0M

40.0M

60.0M

Top countries

Spotify

 United States

61 6.4%

 United Kingdom

10 1.0%

 Indonesia

10 1.0%

 Spain

8 0.8%

 Japan

6 0.6%

 Other

861 90.1%

Apple Music

 United States

74 17.2%

 United Kingdom

12 2.8%

 Australia

8 1.9%

 Japan

7 1.6%

 Thailand

5 1.2%

 Other

323 75.3%

Tidal

 United States

78 16.5%

 United Kingdom

32 6.8%

 Australia

12 2.5%

 Italy

5 1.1%

 Germany

3 0.6%

 Other

344 72.6%



Share of Voice: Mentions

 Uber

44.8% 23.5K +172%

 Lyft

41.8% 21.9K +638%

 Gett

13.3% 7.0K +490%

6.0K

Alert name � Enter alert name

Search query � Search operators

Whitelist (0) Blacklist (0)

Date range: �

Email notifications: �

CANCEL CREATE ALERT

� �

All time

Daily

This query will show you who Apple Music is hiring at the moment

Find negative feedback about your competition

To get insights on competitors’ job openings, set up a Boolean query 
that contains their brand names combined with phrases frequently used 
in job postings.

Knowing when your competitors did something wrong may be priceless. 
With Awario, you’ll find unhappy customers of your competitors and get 
the opportunity to pitch your product to them. All you need to do is open
their mention feed and filter the results by negative sentiment.  



Project: Streaming servi… 

Mabona Lonwabo yamkela TWEETED

@MabonaBlack 617 followers 

Mabona Lonwabo yamkela
@MabonaBlack

3d

@GooglePlayMusic I am renting the google play music family plan for
R89. I downloaded music to listen offline on my phone. Surprisingly the
music disappeared on my phone, but the space it consumed on my phone
still reflects that there is music on my library whilst there is none.

617 reach EN   

Mabona Lonwabo yamkela 3d
@MabonaBlack  Cape Town, South Africa

... I am renting the google play music family plan for R89. I
downloaded music to listen offline on my phone.
Surprisingly the music disappeared on my ...

617 reach   
laika 3d

@laika37185  名古屋市, Japan

google play music won't sync playlist with itunes :(

0 reach

10af 3d
r/u_10af

... ecosystem. on iPhone google play music either skips
songs/ or pops up msg with 'can't play it now: retry or
cancel', retry work on android Pixel 1 ...

2 reach

10af 3d
r/u_10af

... inn Control Center MUSIC google play music either skips
songs/ or pops up msg with 'can't play it now: retry or
cancel', retry work ?no widget to ...

2 reach

BTS COMEBACK 12 APRIL !! 3d
@NuriaStars  Thé, France

...1313197456?i=1313197465 Google Play Music:
https://play.google.com/store/music/album?

 Feed (127)  

Mabona Lonwabo yamkela
@MabonaBlack

May the optimism of tomorrow be your
foundation for today I speak with wisdom

 Cape Town, South Africa

TWEETS

1.1K
FOLLOWING

374
FOLLOWERS

617

 Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Interactions (0)

When you interact with Mabona
Lonwabo yamkela from Awario (e.g.
like, share, or reply to their posts), all
interactions will be recorded here.

Dashboard

Mentions 

Spotify 50.0K

Apple Music 28.5K

Google Play Music 4.1K

Tidal 50.0K

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA

People posting negative feedback about Google Play Music

Uncover new markets for your business

After you get the list of negative reviews, you can join these conversa-
tions and respond to unhappy customers immediately, solving their prob-
lems and promoting your product. Connect your social media profiles to 
Awario to interact with these mentions without leaving the app.

Looking at the geography of your competitors’ mentions will let you 
figure out which markets they are focusing on the most (and find an area 
that isn’t too saturated yet). You’ll find a map of each brand’s mentions in 
Awario’s dashboard and reports, along with the breakdown of mentions 



Spotify

 United States

61 6.4%

 United Kingdom

10 1.0%

 Indonesia

10 1.0%

 Spain

8 0.8%

 Japan

6 0.6%

Apple Music

 United States

74 17.2%

 United Kingdom

12 2.8%

 Australia

8 1.9%

 Japan

7 1.6%

 Thailand

5 1.2%

Tidal

 United States

78 16.5%

 United Kingdom

32 6.8%

 Australia

12 2.5%

 Italy

5 1.1%

 Germany

3 0.6%

No surprise that all three companies are primarily focused on the US market

by language. Try adjusting the date range in the report to see if there’ve 
been any changes in languages/countries recently. This could mean that 
your competitors are focusing on a new emerging market — an opportu-
nity you might be interested to explore. Just like with geography, exam-
ining the social media platforms competitors' mentions come from will 
give you an idea of where your competitors’ audience hangs out so that 
you can use these findings in your own marketing strategy. On top of 
that, if you see platforms that appear to be heavily underused (but look 
relevant), those may also be worth experimenting with.



Share of Voice: Mentions

 Uber

44.8% 23.5K +172%

 Lyft

41.8% 21.9K +638%

 Gett

13.3% 7.0K +490%

Feb 24, 2019 Mar 08, 2019
0

2.0K

4.0K

6.0K

Share of Voice: Reach

 Uber

61.6% 1.1B +193%

 Lyft

36% 671.6M +423%

 Gett

2.4% 44.3M +176%

Brand health 
& share of voice

Share of voice

Measuring your brand health is a strategic instrument that lets you un-
derstand if your brand is stagnating or rapidly developing. For this task, 
you’ll need some historical data from a social media monitoring platform.

To measure brand health, you’ll need to collect stats for your brand and 
compare them to your competitors’. And getting data from a while ago 
plays an important role here: it lets you see how you brand evolves. Make 
Awario your go-to instrument for tracking the volume and reach of your 
mentions versus competitors’. We offer reports that let you measure the 
share of voice, the number of conversations around your brand compared 
to your competitors, and the impact of those conversations.

uberDashboard

Mentions �
Uber 99+ 50.0K

Lyft 50.0K

Gett 99+ 50.0K

uber 45.1K

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA



Feb 24, 2019 Mar 08, 2019
0

2.0K

4.0K

Share of Voice: Reach

 Uber

61.6% 1.1B +193%

 Lyft

36% 671.6M +423%

 Gett

2.4% 44.3M +176%

Feb 24, 2019 Mar 08, 2019
0

50.0M

100.0M

Share of voice stats for Uber, Lyft, and Gett

Protect your brand image
An important benefit of social listening is being notified about potential 
reputation crises quickly so you can step in and react to negative feed-
back before it spreads further. The most apparent technique for detecting 
possible crises is to regularly monitor the volume of conversations about 
your brand online. After these conversations are collected, take a look at 
the Topic cloud to see if there are any keywords that will show you 
common problems or frequently discussed topics among your audience.

United States

219 29.7%

Germany

32 4.3%

United Kingdom

28 3.8%

South Africa

19 2.6%

Australia

10 1.4%

Other

429 58.2%

English 644 87.4%

German 35 4.7%

Spanish 5 0.7%

Afrikaans 3 0.4%

Bulgarian 1 0.1%

Other 49 6.6%

Sentiment

Positive

20.4% 150 +81%

Negative

28.5% 210 +116%

Neutral

51.2% 377 +171%

Mar 10, 2019 Mar 11, 2019 Mar 12, 2019 Mar 13, 2019 Mar 15, 2019
0

50

100

Topic cloud

Sources by mentions

Twitter 331 +1.3K% 44.9%

Facebook 29 -52% 3.9%

Instagram 0 -100% 0.0%

Sources by reach

Twitter 7.7M +15.3K% 19.1%

Facebook 17.0M -63% 42.4%

Instagram 0 -100% 0.0%

uberdeath
died

thedriver

uber driver
car

and

drivers
#deleteuber

self-driving

the inconsistent distinctiveness

but the inconsistent

the death orientation

court the porn visit the death

the porn mecca

orientation and court

gera pforten e.v

the death

but the

like

mecca yourself
the porn

distinctiveness on

gera pforten

death orientation court the

visit the

pforten e.v

the inconsistent

porn mecca

orientation andbut on

news

stabbed

visit

court

people
of

in

new

distinctiveness

yourself

motherfucker

gera

nothing

inconsistent

sv

You can find out what your customers are concerned about



Get benchmarks for your own metrics
If your volume of mentions and reach are growing over time, how do you 
know the growth rate is good? If 40% of your mentions are positive, 20% 
are negative, and the rest are neutral, how do you know if that’s a good 
thing or a bad thing? You can ask a million similar questions about every 
metric you're measuring, and there's a single answer to all of them — you 
need a benchmark. Comparing the stats on your competitors' mentions to 
your own results is extremely useful for understanding where you fall 
within your competitive landscape.

Project: Uber, Lyft, Gett �

Last week �

Uber seems to lack positive mentions compared to Lyft and Gett

Uber

 Positive

4.5K 19.1%

 Negative

6.3K 27.1%

 Neutral

12.6K 53.9%

Lyft

 Positive

7.6K 34.6%

 Negative

3.9K 18.0%

 Neutral

10.4K 47.4%

Gett

 Positive

3.1K 44.1%

 Negative

513 7.4%

 Neutral

3.4K 48.6%



Awario lets you interact with mentions from different platforms in one place

Project: Users �

Slack REPLIED

@SlackHQ 385.2K followers �

1d
@markpersic

hey @SlackHQ! do you ever plan on allowing “free” users to be able to
integrate more than 8 apps? i’m sure you would bring in new customers if you
could make the channels more entertaining by being able to add more apps?
please! 

Slack
@SlackHQ

1d

@markpersic Hey there! You should be able to add 10 apps to workspaces on the free
plan: bit.ly/2TT8ywz. We realise that's only two more than eight, but it's an improvement
already, right? 

Slack

1

1d

.help/hc/en-
15002422943-Message-file-storage-and-app-

e realise that's only two ...

� � �
1d

 for flagging that with us! We haven't
had too many reports, but are investigating it now. We'll be

�
2d

 to hear you're having an issue
accessing your account — if you can drop us a line from

.com/help/requests/new ...

�
6d

 for the trouble. Is there
anything in your spam or junk folders? If not, please write in

�
7d

� �

Slack
@SlackHQ

On a mission to make your working life
simpler, more pleasant and more

productive. Need help? Send us a tweet!
For updates on status, visit 

slack.com

TWEETS

228.4K
FOLLOWING

145.9K

� Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Interactions (0)

When you interact with Slack from
Awario (e.g. like, share, or reply to their
posts), all interactions will be recorded
here.

Customer care

Reply to customer questions on social

Social media is a common place for people to complain about products, 
look for solutions to problems, and ask for advice. It’s the place where 
people leave reviews about businesses, and those are exposed to other 
potential customers.

A survey from Clutch shows that 83% of people expect companies to 
respond to their requests on social media within 24 hours or less. Find 
people asking questions about your brand and respond to them from 
Awario. Additionally, you can sort these conversations by date or authors’ 
impact and respond to the more recent or more influential ones first.

385.2K reach

Slack
@SlackHQ

... cache. Failing that, could you pop over to
https://slack.com/help/requests/new and raise a request
there so we can investigate further? Thank you.

385.2K reach

Slack
@SlackHQ

... can only bring tweets into Slack
our own Twitter app. You'd need to open the tweet up in
Twitter to reply. Sorry about that.

385.2K reach

Slack
@SlackHQ

... Generally, running Slack in a browser will give you a
better Posts experience though we realise this isn't ideal.
Meanwhile, we're working on ...

385.2K reach

Slack
@SlackHQ

... but if you're comfortable with checking out our API,
writing a script to run chat.delete could help:
https://api.slack.com/methods/chat.delete.

385.2K reach

Slack
@SlackHQ

... free plan: https://get.slack.help/hc/en-
us/articles/115002422943-Message-file-storage-and-app-
limits-on-the-Free-plan. We realise that's only two ...

385.2K reach

Slack
@SlackHQ

@JorgenLjones Unfortunately no movement on this change,
we have a lot of work happening and can only prioritize so

� (63) inauthor:SlackHQ
Dashboard

Mentions �
Figma 27 4.9K

Miro 99+ 2.8K

Brandless 26 1.5K

#OpenYourWorld 99+ 1.5K

Whitelisted In… 12 14.7K

elchulito.art 99+ 338

@SlackHQ 9.7K

Heineken 1.5K

Leads Insurance 99+ 2.3K

stoic 99+ 770

 2 59

slackjacque 0

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA

Mark Persic

https://clutch.co/pr-firms/resources/how-social-media-transforming-pr-consumer-business-relationship


React to positive and negative reviews

On a mission to make your working life
, more pleasant and more

productive. Need help? Send us a tweet!
@SlackStatus.

FOLLOWERS

385.2K

When you interact with Slack from
wario (e.g. like, share, or reply to their

all interactions will be recorded

�

Collecting positive and negative feedback is easily done with Awario

Use the power of social intelligence to collect all feedback from people 
who’ve used or heard about your product to create a unified inbox for 
those mentions. Show gratitude for praise from your users and leverage 
these reviews to show how much people like and use your product or 
service. Respond to negative reviews as quickly as possible to help people 
solve their problems.

Project: Users �

Slack REPLIED

@SlackHQ 385.2K followers �

Ben Christine  1d
@Benjieboo

I must say, @SlackHQ this is sooooo annoying!

Slack
@SlackHQ

1d

@Benjieboo Ugh, our apologies. Generally, running Slack in a browser will give you a
better Posts experience though we realise this isn't ideal. Meanwhile, we're working on
improving Posts overall so that troubles like these will no longer plague you. Keep an eye
out for updates!

1

1d

... cache. Failing that, could you pop over to
.com/help/requests/new and raise a request

there so we can investigate further? Thank you.

1d

 using @IFTTT or indeed
ou'd need to open the tweet up in

1d

 in a browser will give you a
better Posts experience though we realise this isn't ideal.

� � �
1d

... but if you're comfortable with checking out our API,
writing a script to run chat.delete could help:

.com/methods/chat.delete.

1d

.help/hc/en-
15002422943-Message-file-storage-and-app-

e realise that's only two ...

�

1d

@JorgenLjones Unfortunately no movement on this change,
we have a lot of work happening and can only prioritize so

� �

Slack
@SlackHQ

On a mission to make your working life
simpler, more pleasant and more

productive. Need help? Send us a tweet!
For updates on status, visit 

slack.com

TWEETS

228.5K
FOLLOWING

145.9K

� Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Interactions (0)

When you interact with Slack from
Awario (e.g. like, share, or reply to their
posts), all interactions will be recorded
here.

team manage…Dashboard

Mentions �
team manage… 99+ 20.8K

asana job posts 99+ 2.0K

jobs 99+ 2.5K

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA

https://awario.com/blog/negative-reviews-respond-like-pro/


One of the key goals of a marketing and communication strategy should 
be to keep your brand in line with consumer trends. To uncover the latest 
trends, you’ll need to listen to conversations of users and influencers in 
your niche and analyze the sentiment around them. In Awario, you can 
identify trends by using the Topic cloud, which shows the most popular 
words among your alerts. But first, you’ll need to create an alert with 
keywords relevant to your industry.

Topic cloud and Sentiment help you identify trends over time

Market research

Monitor trends

Data collected by a social listening platform is a valuable source of cus-
tomer insights to help you audit your brand’s performance and design the 
most effective marketing strategy. It also helps with understanding cus-
tomers’ expectations and behaviors through gathering and analyzing key 
discussions on the web and social media. 

Reddit 57 -35% 7.7%

News/Blogs 61 +2% 8.3%

Web 247 +41% 33.5%

Reddit 2.2M -52% 5.4%

News/Blogs 886.0K -46% 2.2%

Web 1.3M -16% 3.3%

Most influential: Twitter

Author

News24
@News24

Followers

2.9M

Mentions

1

Times LIVE
@TimesLIVE 1.1M 1

702
@Radio702 677.0K 1

Nick Swardson
@NickSwardson 640.8K 1

Spectrum News NY1
@NY1 446.4K 1

Show more

Most active: Twitter

Author

Red Driver
@Red__Driver

Mentions

2

Reach

832

LidarMonkey
@LidarMonkey 2 23.8K

Auto Codes, Inc
@Auto_Codes 2 775

jamesvgingerich
@jamesvgingerich 2 51.7K

uber Lyft robs drivers
@LyftRobs 2 451

Show more

Most influential: Facebook

Author Followers Mentions

Most active: Facebook

Author Mentions Reach

On a mission to make your working life
, more pleasant and more

productive. Need help? Send us a tweet!
@SlackStatus.

FOLLOWERS

385.2K

When you interact with Slack from
wario (e.g. like, share, or reply to their

all interactions will be recorded

�

Sentiment

Positive

65.6% 12.9K +7%

Negative

11.1% 2.2K +5%

Neutral

23.3% 4.6K +5%

Mar 12, 2019 Mar 13, 2019 Mar 15, 2019 Mar 16, 2019 Mar 17, 2019 Mar 18, 2019
0

2.0K

4.0K

Topic cloud

Sources by mentions

Twitter 14.0K +3.2K% 71.1%

Facebook 4.9K +716% 24.9%

Instagram 27 +2.6K% 0.1%

Reddit 759 +772% 3.9%

Sources by reach

Twitter 155.6M +2.6K% 18.9%

Facebook 649.6M +1.0K% 78.8%

Instagram 12.5M +445% 1.5%

Reddit 6.7M +1.3K% 0.8%

productivity
management

productteam
launch it's best

decided to launch

best product
congress decided

best
planninglaunch

clear

decided
branding

congress

software competes

management team

#productivity

software

competes manage

productivity software competes
competes with emailing

competes with excel

enterprise software competes

productivity software

emailing things
enterprise software

product management

things

enterprise

work
excel

business

emailing

app

increase

new

help

manage team

improve

like

focus
boost

good

tools
project

people

learn

#success



Audience of this brand mostly spends time on Twitter 

Social intelligence helps you get to know your audience by learning what 
they say online. Look at the questions they ask, the topics they discuss, 
and what they value. It also lets you uncover the right channels for your 
ads. You’ll see not only what your target audience says, but which seg-
ments of the audiences are the most valuable in any given context. Set up 
an alert for your brand and find out which social media platforms your 
audience hangs out on, and who the most active and influential people 
mentioning your brand are.

Analyze your audience

Project: Asana �

Last 7 days �

Sources by Mentions

Twitter 2.8K +100% 52.9%

Facebook 2.0K +3.0K% 38.6%

Instagram 1 0.0%

Reddit 446 +3.3K% 8.5%

Sources by Reach

Twitter 31.0M +100% 6.9%

Facebook 414.3M +3.4K% 92.0%

Instagram 400.8K -83% 0.1%

Reddit 4.7M +3.0K% 1.0%



385.2K reach EN � � �

�
9d

 here :
e should note that the beta

version may not be as polished as our public releases. ...

�
11d

... let you know that we've unforsaken (just saken? How
) the /me command and returned it to

Feed with people posting their job description on multiple platforms

Research the market for employees
Using job aggregators may not be very efficient if you’re looking to find 
that special employee. So if you have a social media monitoring tool with 
Boolean search, you can compile your own list of candidates from social 
media platforms and the Web in one place. You can create a Boolean 
query that will include the most common phrases people use to say 
they’re looking for jobs. Then you’ll need to filter these posts and start an 
outreach campaign.

Slack
@SlackHQ

Project: Asana

e_poison POSTED

26.4K karma �

26.4K reach EN � � �

e_poison
r/forhire

1 Mar

[For Hire] Web developer with 10+ years experience. Available
immediately for short term or long term projects. Let me build you
something great.
I'm a web designer/developer/troubleshooter with over 10 years of
experience. I do part time contract work for a digital marketing agency as a
developer, so I have plenty of time to take on freelance gigs too. I've worked
with several redditors now and they are honestly some of the best people to
work with.

I am great with HTML, CSS, graphics software, some Javascript and PHP,
and have built hundreds of websites with all major platforms such as
Wordpress and Shopify.

Willing to take on short term or long term web dev/design projects. Whether
you need to polish up an existing site or need something built from scratch,
I'm available for work immediately.

If you like what I build and are interested in additional services, I can also
offer hosting and long term SEO services (these additional services are
handled via the digital marketing agency I contract for).

Pricing varies by project but the normal range is about $500 to $2k for me to
build you a website, depending on complexity and your exact needs. If you
need hosting it will be a small monthly fee, and all SEO work is solely quoted
based on your long term goals and how competitive your niche is.

Please PM me to get started. We can set up a phone call, skype chat, or
whatever you'd like to further discuss your project.

9 3

OPTIMUS JUNIOR 1d
@JuniorEbong Italy

... I'm a Graphic Designer. I make quality flyers, unique
Logos and Designs. Kindly check my pinned tweet and RT.
May your work hustle get the notice of ...

4.8K reach

e_poison 1 Mar
r/forhire

I'm a web designer/developer/troubleshooter with over 10
years of experience. I do part time contract work for a digital
marketing agency as a ...

26.4K reach

Pragmatic Product Managers and Leaders 16 Feb

I'm a Senior Product Manager at Google and was also a PM
at Facebook. I've done over 100 product management
interviews, shadowed PM hiring…

443 reach

University Recruiting at Facebook 9 Nov 2018

... 2 billion people. I'm a data scientist, so my projects have
all centered around modeling user behaviors. One of my
favorite projects was identifying ...

324.7K reach

Baker3D 24 Aug 2017
r/InteriorDesign

... the right subreddit Hi, I'm a Professional 3D Artist that's
worked on Games, VFX, and Architectural Viz. Some of my

� � Done (5) � �

e_poison

KARMA

26.4K

Notes

Add a note...

Dashboard

Mentions �
team manage… 99+ 20.8K

asana job posts 2.0K

2.6K

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

BETA



Alert settings for monitoring links to link-assistant.com

With a social listening tool, you’ll be able to track new links pointing to 
your site. Set up an alert that will search for links to it: add your website 
to the Website or web page field (e.g. link-assistant.com/*) and in Sources 
select News/blogs and Web. Then take a look at analytics in reports to see 
how the number of links changes and what the most influential websites 
linking to you are.

Link building & SEO

Monitor links to your site

As weird as it may sound, social media monitoring tools aren’t just about 
social media platforms. As mentioned above, some of them search for 
mentions on blogs, forums, and news sites. You can use these mentions 
for various SEO purposes.

385.2K reach EN � � �1d

�

e_poison

POST 
KARMA

2.7K

COMMENT
KARMA

23.7K

�

What would you like to monitor?
Enter the keyword you'd like to get mentions of. This could be your own name, your brand, a

competitor, a topic, a hashtag, or anything else! If you're entering several keywords, hit Enter after
each one.

Keywords: �

Website or web page: �

Negative keywords: �

Languages: �

Countries: �

Sources: �

Whitelist (0) Blacklist (0)

Date range: �

Email notifications: �

CANCEL CREATE ALERT

��

gm "general motors"

link-assistant.com/* �

"general mills"

All

Any

2 sources

All time

Daily

?

?

?

?

?

?



This query will fetch web pages that don’t have links to seopowersuite.com

Discover guest blogging opportunities

Find linkless mentions 
and turn them into backlinks
With a social media monitoring tool, you can find linkless mentions and 
turn them into backlinks. All you need to do is create a Boolean query 
that will search for the name of your brand, but exclude any links. You’ll 
get the list of mentions where people are already talking about your 
brand, so convincing them to add a link shouldn’t be a problem.

Searching for guest blogging opportunities is used to raise your brand 
awareness, grow your personal brand, or build backlinks to your website. 
You can use social listening to tackle this task. To find relevant blogs, 
create an alert with keywords for your niche, and set it to show results 
from news and blogs only. Group results by authors and sort them by 
reach to get a feed of blogs that are relevant to your industry. You can 

@htTweets 6.7M

NBC News
@NBCNews 6.4M 1

Harvard Biz Review
@HarvardBiz 5.4M 1

Entrepreneur
@Entrepreneur 3.4M 1

The Indian Express
@IndianExpress 3.1M 1

Show more

@fwade 36

生産性ゼロ人間

@productivity_0 28 167.4K

Productivity Matters
@ProdMatters 22 4.9K

FUELED UP
@jnrjose 19 12.1K

Doer Notebooks
@DoerNotebooks 18 157.8K

Show more

Most influential: Facebook

Author

Huawei Mobile

Followers

55.8M

Mentions

1

Bright Side 42.8M 1

Global Times 36.3M 1

ASUS 26.6M 1

Vivo 22.6M 1

Show more

Most active: Facebook

Author

elmelegey

Mentions

361

Reach

9.4K

JSEP Kenya 72 132.9K

Jobs in Ireland 67 29.4K

James Webber Hospitalit… 66 63.3K

PortlanoregonJobs 66 390

Show more

Most influential: Instagram

Author

urbandecaycosmetics

Followers

10.7M

Mentions

1

Most active: Instagram

Author

neetguidance

Mentions

21

Reach

228.6K

Alert name � Enter alert name

Search query � Search operators

Whitelist (0) Blacklist (0)

Date range: �

Email notifications: �

CANCEL CREATE ALERT

� �

All time

Daily



The CSV file that provides data about blogs relevant to your industry

export these websites to a CSV file to start an outreach campaign using 
dedicated outreach software.



Project: Awario 

jsin TWEETED

@Jason_mycol 84 followers 

jsin
@Jason_mycol  Dubuque, IA

7d

@rustyrockets  
What social media monitoring app do you use and recommend.  
I use this too much, it is killing my productivity.  
 
I can't find any.  
Please help.

84 reach EN   

jsin 7d
@Jason_mycol  Dubuque, IA

@rustyrockets What social media monitoring app do you
use and recommend. I use this too much, it is killing my
productivity. I can't find any. Please ...

84 reach   
Gabriela Medina 2 Mar

@thegabymedina  Boston, MA

What social listening tool do you guys think Kris Jenner's
team uses

295 reach

Redd Head Gamer Girl 22 Feb
@ReddHeadGmrGrl  United States

...tool do you use for scheduling / monitoring your social
media? I'm working on the brands for @CrypticByrd and I to
get some content out daily and ...

413 reach

Osagie Alonge 16 Feb
@OsaGz  Nigeria

Journos, what social listening tool(s) are you using while
covering the elections in Nigeria?

35.5K reach

Colton Wood 14 Feb
@SearchableColt  Leeds, United Kingdom

Hi @LizCable ! Do you have any recommendations for
freemium social media listening tools? More to track active
conversations than account mentions ?

 Feed (10)  

jsin
@Jason_mycol

Dudewith a pug! Mostly vegan; bee puke
eater. The pugs name is Gypsy, she's not

vegan. Artist. Shit comedian. Fear I'm
probably a feminist sexists, maybe?

 Earth, United States

TWEETS

2.0K
FOLLOWING

531
FOLLOWERS

84

 Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Interactions (0)

When you interact with jsin from Awario
(e.g. like, share, or reply to their posts),
all interactions will be recorded here.

Dashboard

Mentions 

Awario 99+ 3.5K

"by Awario" 99 99

Talkwalker 99+ 1.4K

Brabdwatch 99+ 321

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA 45

Find sales prospects online
At Awario, we see sales prospecting on social media as one of the most 
promising ways to use social media monitoring. That’s why we’ve added 
a dedicated Leads module to the app that lets you create an alert for sales 
prospecting in a couple of clicks. Start with describing your product and 
specifying your competitors. Indicate your country to get leads from par-
ticular region. Based on the data you provide, Awario Leads will give you 
a feed full of prospects asking about a product like yours or complaining 
about your competitors.

Lead generation
People leave tons of social media posts daily asking about various products. 
Using the right social listening tool helps you find those prospects and con-
nect with them, offering your services. 

Leads alert feed for social listening tools

https://awario.com/leads/


Take lead generation further with Boolean
Social listening can help you find sales prospects who aren't necessarily 
actively looking for a product like yours — with the help of Boolean search. 
Imagine that you’re looking for sales prospects for an insurance agency in, 
say, New York. You can use monitoring software to find people who’ve just 
moved into the city and posted the news about it online. These people 
likely don’t have an insurance yet, so you can pitch your services to them. 
Create a Boolean query that will search for posts mentioning phrases like 
excited to move, moving out of my apartment, moving to, bought a new 
house along with your location.

With this query, you can offer insurance services to people who just moved into the city

Alert name � Enter alert name

Search query � Search operators

Whitelist (0) Blacklist (0)

Date range: �

Email notifications: �

CANCEL CREATE ALERT

� �

All time

Daily



Find influencers for your brand
When you search for industry keywords with a social media monitoring 
tool, you get a list of people that the tool considers to be influencers. 
These are the people with the largest following who have mentioned your 
keywords a number of times. To lay the ground for a future influencer 
campaign, first you’ll need to create an alert with niche-related keywords. 
The app will do the job, and you’ll just need to grab a list of influencers in 
the corresponding report. You can either share this report as PDF or 
HTML, or start your outreach campaign right away.

Influencer marketing
Online influencers are individuals who’ve become popular in a specific 
category. Influencers have the power to affect purchase decisions of others 
because of their authority and expertise in your niche. That’s why finding 
relevant influencers is a great idea for product promotion.

 Influencers in Facebook

Author Followers Mentions Sentiment Reach

6.9M 1 6.9M

5.7M 1 5.7M

3.5M 1 3.5M

1.5M 1 1.5M

825.6K 1 825.8K

Jamie Oliver

Forbes

In The Know

BabyGaga

ClickHole



The top 10 Facebook influencers for Brandless, sorted by the number of followers

Discover micro-influencers for your brand
Although obtaining celebrity endorsement is a great way to grow brand 
awareness, people are more likely to believe their peers, since they aren’t 
paid for their feedback. So look for people who mention your industry, 
collaborate with them, and share their feedback with your audience. To 
find these people using Awario, set up an alert for your industry keywords. 
Group your mentions by authors, and narrow down to those who have up 
to 20K reach. You’ll see the list of micro-influencers for your brand. 

Feeding America

Co.Design

Secret NYC

Living In Yellow

667.8K 1 667.8K

609.1K 1 609.1K

510.7K 4 1.5M

506.5K 1 506.9K

464.7K 4 1.9M

spoiled NYC

 Influencers in Facebook

Author Followers Mentions Sentiment Reach

19.2K 1 19.3K

18.3K 1 18.3K

Public Goods

Petfood Industry Community



Dashboard

Mentions

Awario

"by Awario"

Talkwalker

Brabdwatch

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BET

 The top 10 Facebook micro-influencers for Brandless, sorted by Reach

7.0K

5.7K

5.3K

4.8K

2.9K

2.4K

1.6K

1.5K

1.4K 5

5.7K 1

5.3K 1

4.8K 1

2.9K 1

2.4K 1

778 2

1.5K 1
Startup Grind Houston

Peanut Head

Charlotte Howard - Live• Love• Inspire

Leslie McKerchie of Music and Mascara

NEA - New Enterprise Associates

We First

Passion Fit

The CaroLove

Project: Awario 

Stephanie Schwab TWEETED

@stephanies 10.6K followers 

Stephanie Schwab
@stephanies

4d

Humans have an almost obsessive desire to be (and to appear) consistent with
their previous actions @BlondeAlina illustrates how you can leverage this
concept in marketing via @AwarioApp awario.com/blog/consisten…

2

10.6K reach EN   

Stephanie Schwab 4d
@stephanies  Chicago, United States

... illustrates how you can leverage this concept in

marketing via @awarioapp

https://awario.com/blog/consistency-persuasion-marketing-

examples/

10.6K reach +2 mentions   
Exprance 11d

 1342 Harrison Drive, Roseville, CA 95678, United States

... social proof but what is it and how does it happen? Read

this for more information on its important and the different

forms. http://bit.ly/2xggP1l

37 reach +2 mentions

Kajsa Snickars 3h
@KajsaSnickars  Kristinestad, Finland

What makes content go viral? https://awario.com/blog/what-

makes-content-go-viral/

408 reach +1 mention

Elaine Lindsay 22h
@troolsocial  Ottawa, Canada

... monthly round-up https://awario.com/blog/social-media-

news-february-2019/?

utm_campaign=Submission&utm_medium=Community&ut

m_source=GrowthHackers.com

12.9K reach +1 mention

Алексей Хорошевский 9d
@aleksius_com  Ukraine

 Feed (78)  

Stephanie Schwab
@stephanies

Founder of social, content & influence
marketing agency Crackerjack Marketing.

#Traveler #Mom #Entrepreneur #Democrat
#LapsedKnitter

crackerjackmarketing.com

 Chicago, United States

TWEETS

25.8K
FOLLOWING

2.4K
FOLLOWERS

10.6K

 Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Interactions (0)

When you interact with Stephanie
Schwab from Awario (e.g. like, share, or
reply to their posts), all interactions will
be recorded here.

Dashboard

Mentions 

Awario 99+ 3.6K

"by Awario" 86

Talkwalker 1.5K

Brabdwatch 99+ 333

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA 45



Project: Awario �

Stephanie Schwab TWEETED

@stephanies 10.6K followers �

Stephanie Schwab
@stephanies

4d

Humans have an almost obsessive desire to be (and to appear) consistent with
their previous actions @BlondeAlina illustrates how you can leverage this
concept in marketing via @AwarioApp awario.com/blog/consisten…

2

Stephanie Schwab 4d
@stephanies � Chicago, United States

... illustrates how you can leverage this concept in
marketing via @awarioapp
https://awario.com/blog/consistency-persuasion-marketing-
examples/

10.6K reach +2 mentions � � �
Exprance 11d

� 1342 Harrison Drive, Roseville, CA 95678, United States

... social proof but what is it and how does it happen? Read
this for more information on its important and the different
forms. http://bit.ly/2xggP1l

37 reach +2 mentions

Kajsa Snickars 3h
@KajsaSnickars � Kristinestad, Finland

What makes content go viral? https://awario.com/blog/what-
makes-content-go-viral/

408 reach +1 mention

Elaine Lindsay 22h
@troolsocial � Ottawa, Canada

... monthly round-up https://awario.com/blog/social-media-
news-february-2019/?
utm_campaign=Submission&utm_medium=Community&ut
m_source=GrowthHackers.com

12.9K reach +1 mention

Feed (78) � �

Stephanie Schwab
@stephanies

Founder of social, content & influence
marketing agency Crackerjack Marketing.

#Traveler #Mom #Entrepreneur #Democrat
#LapsedKnitter

crackerjackmarketing.com

� Chicago, United States

TWEETS

25.8K
FOLLOWING

2.4K
FOLLOWERS

10.6K

� Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Interactions (0)

When you interact with Stephanie
Schwab from Awario (e.g. like, share, or
reply to their posts), all interactions will
be recorded here.

�

�
99+ 3.6K

86

1.5K

99+ 333

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

45

Knowing who shares your content is great for measuring the impact of 
your work. And the good news is that it is really simple: just paste the 
link to your article into the Website or web page section of your alert 
settings. The app will display the list of people who’ve shared it.

Find out who shares your content

Content marketing
Social media analytics can bring you powerful insights for developing an 
efficient and better-targeted content marketing strategy. Here’s a how-to:

The list of people linking to Awario blog

Project: Awario 

Stephanie Schwab TWEETED

@stephanies 10.6K followers 

Stephanie Schwab
@stephanies

4d

Humans have an almost obsessive desire to be (and to appear) consistent with
their previous actions @BlondeAlina illustrates how you can leverage this
concept in marketing via @AwarioApp awario.com/blog/consisten…

2

10.6K reach EN   

Stephanie Schwab 4d
@stephanies  Chicago, United States

... illustrates how you can leverage this concept in

marketing via @awarioapp

https://awario.com/blog/consistency-persuasion-marketing-

examples/

10.6K reach +2 mentions   
Exprance 11d

 1342 Harrison Drive, Roseville, CA 95678, United States

... social proof but what is it and how does it happen? Read

this for more information on its important and the different

forms. http://bit.ly/2xggP1l

37 reach +2 mentions

Kajsa Snickars 3h
@KajsaSnickars  Kristinestad, Finland

What makes content go viral? https://awario.com/blog/what-

makes-content-go-viral/

408 reach +1 mention

Elaine Lindsay 22h
@troolsocial  Ottawa, Canada

... monthly round-up https://awario.com/blog/social-media-

news-february-2019/?

utm_campaign=Submission&utm_medium=Community&ut

m_source=GrowthHackers.com

12.9K reach +1 mention

Алексей Хорошевский 9d
@aleksius_com  Ukraine

 Feed (78)  

Stephanie Schwab
@stephanies

Founder of social, content & influence
marketing agency Crackerjack Marketing.

#Traveler #Mom #Entrepreneur #Democrat
#LapsedKnitter

crackerjackmarketing.com

 Chicago, United States

TWEETS

25.8K
FOLLOWING

2.4K
FOLLOWERS

10.6K

 Follow

Notes

Add a note...

Interactions (0)

When you interact with Stephanie
Schwab from Awario (e.g. like, share, or
reply to their posts), all interactions will
be recorded here.

Dashboard

Mentions 

Awario 99+ 3.6K

"by Awario" 86

Talkwalker 1.5K

Brabdwatch 99+ 333

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA 45

https://awario.com/blog/


Sources by Mentions

 Talkwalker  Brabdwatch

Twitter 490
111

Facebook 264
69

YouTube 119
126

Reddit 20
27

High-quality content helps you bond with your customers. But even if 
your content is engaging and useful, it may easily get lost if published in 
the wrong place at the wrong time. Luckily, social listening tools have all 
the necessary analytics to help you tackle this problem. First, create an 
alert that will start collecting data for keywords related to your competi-
tors. Take a close look at repetitive peaks in volume of mentions. This is 
most likely the time they publish new content. After that, you can take a 
look at which platforms their users hang out on and use it for your own 
gain. Take a look at the Sources by mentions stats in Awario’s reports.

This is also a great way to discover fans of your product. Add a link to 
your blog to the Website or web page field of your alert settings, and don’t 
forget to add an asterisk, so that the app picks links to all pages on your 
blog (e.g. awario.com/blog/*). This will help you identify accounts that 
have shared them multiple times. Sharing your users’ feedback with your 
audience is another great way of improving customer loyalty.

Find the best time and channels for your content

The Sources by mentions widget shows where audience of Awario’s competitors spends time



Alert name � Enter alert name

Search query � Search operators

Whitelist (0) Blacklist (0)

Date range: �

Email notifications: �

CANCEL CREATE ALERT

� �

All time

Daily

"If you’re thinking of getting started with competitive analysis, 
chances are that you’re already monitoring the social media 
for mentions of your own brand."
OR "The caveat is, it’s not very convenient to search for your 
brand along with all of your competitors manually across 
multiple platforms."
OR "Also, the conversations might pop up from basically anywhere, 
so using a tool that will automate this process is a smart idea."
OR "Make sure to set up alerts for your biggest competitors, 
and the tool will monitor mentions of their brand in real time 
across the social media, forums, news, blogs, etc."

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

You can set up a query that will search for exact matches of pieces of your 
content across social media platforms and on the Web. This will let you 
see if someone is infringing  on your copyright. Unlike most social listening 
tools, Awario doesn’t have any limits for a number of available keywords. 
This lets you set up an alert with excerpts of your post(s) and, therefore, 
protect your website and reputation.

Detect plagiarism

A Boolean query with excerpts from the article divided by OR



To deliver data in real time, Awario has the Dashboard that measures the 
impact of your work as consumers are mentioning your keywords. You 
can watch how your metrics are growing and how your mention map is 
expanding. The most important mentions and influencers are also stored 
in the Dashboard. With the Topic cloud widget, you’ll see new trends 
sparking out in your mention feed.

Monitor your stats in real time

Reporting & analytics
For all data Awario collects, it provides analytics that can be used for 
improving your marketing strategies. From content planning to qualita-
tive audience research — social data can be a dynamic source of actiona-
ble business insights.

Dashboard lets you monitor stats in real time

Project: Miro �

Mentions

411 +23%

Mar 12, 2019 Mar 15, 2019 Mar 17, 2019
0

50

Sentiment

Positive

7.8%
Negative

2.4%

Mar 12, 2019 Mar 15, 2019 Mar 17, 2019

0

5

Reach

2.4M +167%

Mar 12, 2019 Mar 15, 2019 Mar 17, 2019

0

1.0M

2.0M

Countries Topic cloud

Languages

English 58.9%

French 8.5%

German 4.1%

Japanese 3.4%

Spanish 2.4%

Sources

Web 74.5%

Twitter 20.4%

Facebook 2.7%

News/Blogs 1.7%

Reddit 0.7%

BadGoodBad

... hi res images, navigate arround really easily and let's multiple
people connect and control the board at the same time.
https://realtimeboard.com/

Stef Lewandowski
@stef � London, United Kingdom

... looking rather nice. New name too - "Miro". I've been using this since
really early on, and impressed with their progress!
https://realtimeboard.com/

WHub
�  Wong Chuk Hang San Wai, Hong Kong, China

... TOKEN2049 SingularityNET Miro Grab Soundbrenner SXSW
#ecosystem #grab #valuable #court #gatecoin #musicians #news
#media #5in5 #StartupPassion ...

Wedding photos from the beach
www.fitness-city-club.fr � France

... a centralised technology platform, effectively empowering the
business to support the IT team in building quality internal apps, fast
and without ...

ProgrammableWeb

The Miro API returns whiteboard data to collaborate including pictures,
spreadsheets, tasks, and charts, allowing developers to implement
mapping ...

miro
the

board

collaboration

and
download

tomichael
of

known as feat

designer servicing steroids

regis debray martha

muscle mass
feat boosting

create

threlkeld sam

fugs victor

regis debray

mims michael

designer

platform

in

known

realtimeboard

muscle

steroids

essence

above-board
servicing

feat

drugs

mass

boosting

harwood

victor

signals

�Miro

Mentions Influencers

Dashboard

Mentions �
Miro 99+ 28.7K

BeeCanvas 99+ 50.0K

"Explain Ever… 99+ 37.1K

Reports

Mention Statistics

Alert Comparison

Influencers

Leads BETA



© 2019 Awario

Comparison Report
for Miro vs BeeCanvas vs "Explain Everything"

March 11, 2019 - March 19, 2019

Comparison Report 2

Share of Voice: Mentions

 Miro

71.5% 308 +10%

 BeeCanvas

24.6% 106 +1.4K%

 "Explain Everything"

3.9% 17 +31%

Mar 12, 2019 Mar 15, 2019 Mar 17, 2019
0

20

40

60

80

Share of Voice: Reach

 Miro

90.2% 2.5M +168%

 BeeCanvas

7.8% 212.3K +12%

 "Explain Everything"

2% 56.1K -58%

Mar 12, 2019 Mar 15, 2019 Mar 17, 2019
0

1.0M

2.0M

Reports are great for showcasing results of your work to your client or 
boss. Awario lets you generate reports on social listening, share of voice, 
and influencers.  And the greatest part is that your teammates or clients 
don’t need to log into the app: you can share a link to the report or 
download a PDF version of it, in just a click.

To build your own custom charts and reports, you can use the CSV export 
feature. You can either export your entire mention history, or filter your 
mentions in Awario and export only those you need. The exported file 
will contain all information about your mentions: sources, URLs, dates, 
reach, sentiment, etc.

Present your results to a client

Filter and export raw data

A branded report for Miro



The CSV file with filtered mentions for Miro



We’d love to discuss 
other ways of using social 
listening tools with you 

https://awario.com/contact/
https://awario.com/



